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B O N U SB O N U S

WINTER HOLIDAY SPECIAL 2022

NEW FORGING RULES  
AND LOTS OF QUALITIES!

A HOLIDAY GIFT
FROM EDGAR!
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MATERIALS AND FORGING

This new optional rule has three main goals:

w Definining precise guidelines for managing materials during a campaign.

w Extending the use of gathered materials to the creation of equipment (at the moment, 
the Core Rulebook limits their use to selling, funding Projects, or reducing the MP 
cost of Rituals).

w Allowing Game Masters to offer forging materials instead of complete items when 
giving rewards, which makes for faster gameplay.

Specifically, this rule is good for campaigns where characters traverse natural and 
unhinabited territories, or face situations that do not lend themselves to "classic" 
rewards such as rare items, Inventory Points or money.

OBTAINING MATERIALS
The Core Rulebook already suggests that Game Masters include non-equipment items 
among rewards (see pages 264-265); any forging materials will follow those same 
rules and should be considered part of the session's rewards. Each copy of a given 
material is a single-use item and has a value assigned by the GM (between 500 and 
3000 zenit, ideally).

Example: four level 12 Player Characters have defeated a colossal insect. An 
appropriate reward would amount to 1800 zenit in total, with no single item being 
worth more than 1000 zenit: the Game Masters offers a titan carapace (1000 zenit) 
and an aegis gorgonis (800 zenit, page 283 of the Core Rulebook).

The Game Master is free to invent any name and value for materials, provided each of 
them inspires one or more sufficiently obvious uses.

PURCHASING MATERIALS
Characters may purchase materials available in their surroundings by spending 
zenit equal to their value; when it comes to Projects, step 3 on page 134 of the 
Core Rulebook handles this process abstractly, but the group might instead decide 
to purchase a specific material and keep it for future use; in these cases, the Game 
Master has final say on which materials can be bought in a given area, at which cost, 
and in which quantity.
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SELLING MATERIALS
Much like what happens with normal items, Player Characters can usually sell 
materials at half their normal value (Core Rulebook, page 124); thus, it's more 
efficient to use them to cover the costs of a Project (Core Rulebook, page 137) or to 
Forge items (see below).

FORGING ITEMS
This option makes it possible to expend materials to create new accessories, armors, 
shields, and weapons designed by the group.

Normally, forging requires the group have access to an appropriate artisan, but a 
Player Character with the Upgrade Heroic Skill (page 237 of the Core Rulebook) may 
forge any number of items this way during a rest; if they do, they will lose access to 
Upgrade's normal effect for that rest, but they won't have to spend zenit during step 
4 of the process (see below).

The process is as follows:

O W
The group prepares a draft of the item they wish to create, using the rules in the 
Core Rulebook (page 266 onward). The item's total cost in zenit must be equal 
to or lower to 【the highest level among PCs, multiplied by 60】.

1

O W
The Game Master decides whether the item has a cost appropriate to its effects, 
and whether the provided materials are fit for forging it.

3

O W
The group also indicates which materials they will provide for forging; their 
total value must be equal to or higher than the cost of the item (even if higher, 
the materials will still be completely expended).

2

If the Game Master proposes changes, go back to step 1.

O W
If the Game Master approves the draft and proposed materials, the item can be 
created; normally, the artisan will require a payment equal to a tenth of the 
item's total cost in zenit, and will have it ready in a day of work.
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Since the design and approval process for each object can require a fairly long 
conversation, it can be a good idea to take care of forging during the intervals 
between different sessions.

Back to the previous example: the group wants to use the titan carapace to craft a 
heavy weapon with a profile identical to the beowulf (page 276 of the Core Rulebook), 
but capable of dealing air damage. The total cost is 660 zenit, well within the limit of 
720 zenit derived by the group's level of 12. The Game Master has no objections, so 
the item can be crafted by expending the material (worth 1000 zenit) and spending 
66 zenit to pay the artisan: the brynhild will be ready in a few hours!

Basically, this rule will slightly penalize the group when it comes to rewards (since 
they must first gather materials, then spend a small amount of zenit) but will gain the 
ability to procure exactly the items they need.

This is official content: make the most of materials, forge 
new rewards, and introduce a variety of Qualities into 
your Fabula Ultima sessions! Some rules introduced in 

future supplements or still being playtested may require 
additional attention:

PARTICULAR INTERACTIONS

w Custom Weapons. The group can create custom weapons by taking 
advantage of the rules for forging; simply, the custom weapon is used 
in place of a basic weapon for draft purposes, then applying the rules on 
page 266 of the Corebook as usual.

w Technospheres. Weapons, armor and shields intended for technospheres 
follow the rules for forging, but only with slots α, β, γ or δ as Qualities.

w Pilot's Modules. They can be forged normally, keeping in mind that the 
weapon and armor modules listed by the Class are worth about 500 zenit 
(any modifications should increase their cost as with rare items), while 
support modules are worth about 1000 zenit. Other modules must be 
evaluated on a case-by-case basis.

For more information, visit fabulaultima.it and patreon.com/roosterema 
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Sometimes it can be tough to come up with an interesting Quality for an item on the 
spot. The tables below allow you to roll a d5 to generate a unique Quality based on 
the origin of the item (for instance, an accessory found amidst the desert sands might 
have an ardent origin).
Each Quality is accompanied by a cost modifier for the item it is applied to; if an 
asterisk (*) is present, it means that Quality is for weapons only.

QUALITIES BASED ON THE ITEM'S ORIGIN
Aerial Origin w Wind, clouds, floating ruins, winged monsters, storms.

1-2 +800 z* w After you hit one or more creatures with this weapon and the attack has 
been resolved, you may immediately perform the Equipment action for free.

3-4 +900 z w You Resist all damage dealt by flying creatures.

5-6 +600 z* w This weapon deals 5 extra damage during the first round of a conflict.

7-8
+1000 z w When you cast a spell targeting at least one creature suffering from the 
slow status effect, that spell's total MP cost is halved. Note that this benefit does 
not apply to spells with a target of "Special".

9-10
+1200 z w When you deal damage to one or more creatures outside of your turn 
during a conflict scene, you deal 5 extra damage to each of those creatures.

Aquatic Origin w Rivers, lakes, seas, mollusks, fish, waterways.

1-2
+1500 z* w After you hit one or more creatures with this weapon, the next instance 
of damage you suffer during this scene is reduced by 【half your High Roll (HR) in 
the Accuracy Check】. This benefit is cumulative against the same instance.

3-4 +800 z* w Attacks with this weapon treat each target's Defense as being equal to 
their current Might die size.

5-6 +1000 z w After you cast and resolve an offensive spell (rr), you recover an amount 
of Hit Points equal to your High Roll (HR) in the Magic Check.

7-8 +1000 z* w Attacks with this weapon never trigger counterattacks or similar 
reactive Skills from their targets.

9-10
+1200 z w After you cause one or more allies to recover Hit Points, each of those 
allies who is at full Hit Points recovers 5 Mind Points.

QUALITY GENERATOR
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QUALITIES BASED ON THE ITEM'S ORIGIN
Ardent Origin w Fire, deserts, volcanoes, magma, furnaces, scorching sun.

1-2 +800 z w When you invoke a Bond during a Check, you recover 5 Mind Points.

3-4 +1300 z* w When you hit one or more creatures with this weapon, each of them 
cannot perform the Spell action during their next turn.

5-6 +600 z* w This weapon deals 1 extra damage for each status effect you suffer from.

7-8 +1800 z w You deal 5 extra damage with bow and sword weapons.

9-10
+650 z w When you use the Bladestorm Skill (see Core Rulebook, page 219), its 
MP cost is halved.

Corrupted Origin w Chaos, undead, dark magic, curses, pollution.

1-2 +1000 z w Offensive spells (rr) you cast treat each target's Magic Defense as being 
equal to their current Willpower die size.

3-4 +1500 z* w When you use the Counterattack Skill (see Core Rulebook, page 219), if 
you use this weapon and hit, the target suffers the poisoned status effect.

5-6 +1300 z w Dark and poison damage you deal ignores Immunities and Resistances.

7-8
+1000 z w When you cast a spell targeting at least one creature you have a Bond of 
hatred towards, that spell's total MP cost is halved. Note that this benefit does not 
apply to spells with a target of "Special".

9-10
+1200 z w You gain a +1 bonus to Defense and Magic Defense against attacks and 
offensive spells (rr) from creatures suffering from the shaken status effect.

Glacial Origin w Cold, snow, ice, mountains, cold rooms.

1-2 +1000 z w At the start of your turn during a conflict, you may have each creature 
present on the scene and suffering from the weak status effect lose 5 Hit Points.

3-4 +1000 z w Ice damage you deal ignores Immunities and Resistances.

5-6
+1800 z w When you deal ice damage to one or more creatures, each of those 
creatures suffer the slow status effect. If a creature damaged this way was already 
slow, instead that creature loses 10 Mind Points.

7-8 +1000 z w You gain a +1 bonus to Defense and Magic Defense against attacks and 
offensive spells (rr) from creatures suffering from the enraged status effect.

9-10
+1800 z w When you deal damage to a creature suffering from the weak status 
effect, you deal 5 extra damage to that creature.
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QUALITIES BASED ON THE ITEM'S ORIGIN
Mechanical Origin w Constructs, mechanisms, vehicles, factories.

1-2
+800 z w When you create a potion through the Gadget (Alchemy) Skill (see Core 
Rulebook, page 212), if two or more d20s show the same number, you may freely 
choose an area and an effect for that potion.

3-4 +600 z* w When you use the Breach Skill (see Core Rulebook, page 219), if you use 
this weapon, you gain a +2 bonus to the Accuracy Check.

5-6 +1200 z w After a creature hits you with a melee attack, you deal 5 bolt damage to 
that creature (after their attack has been resolved).

7-8 +300 z w You may spend an opportunity to earn 100 zenit.

9-10
+1000 z* w This weapon deals 5 extra damage to creatures with metal parts or 
equipped with metallic objects.

Spiritual Origin w Souls, flow of life, fey-touched locations, light.

1-2 +1000 z w When you peform the Guard action and choose to cover an ally, that ally 
recovers 5 Hit Points.

3-4 +1500 z w You Resist dark, light, and poison damage.

5-6 +800 z* w This weapon deals 1 extra damage for each Bond of affection you have.

7-8
+1000 z* w When you use the Spellblade Skill (see Core Rulebook, page 187) and 
choose this weapon, all bonuses you would normally apply to an Accuracy Check 
with this weapon are applied to your Magic Check.

9-10
+1000 z w As long as you are affected by one or more spells with a duration of 
"Scene", all damage you deal ignores Resistances.

Terrestrial Origin w Woods, caves, farmland, rocks, nature, fossils.

1-2 +1800 z w You deal 5 extra damage with heavy and spear weapons.

3-4 +600 z w You Resist all damage caused by the environment (lava, toxic clouds, etc.).

5-6 +800 z w When you recover Hit Points, if you are in Crisis, you recover 5 extra HP.

7-8 +1000 z* w When you hit one or more creatures with this weapon, you recover an 
amount of Mind Points equal to your High Roll (HR) in the Accuracy Check.

9-10
+1000 z w When you cause one or more allies to recover Hit Points during a conflict, 
each of those allies gains Resistance to the next instance of physical damage they 
suffer before the start of your next turn. This benefit is not cumulative.
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